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a decay studies of the nuclides195Rn and 196Rn
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The new neutron deficient nuclide195Rn and the nuclide196Rn have been produced in fusion evaporation
reactions using56Fe ions on 142Nd targets. A gas-filled recoil separator was used to separate the fusion
products from the scattered beam. The activities were implanted in a position sensitive silicon detector. The
isotopes were identified using spatial and time correlations between implants and decays. Twoa decaying
isomeric states, withEa57536(11) keV@T1/25(622

13) ms# for the ground state andEa57555(11)
keV @T1/25(522

13) ms# for an isomeric state were identified in195Rn. In addition, the half-life anda decay
energy of196Rn were measured with improved precision. The reduced widths deduced for the neutron deficient
even-mass Rn isotopes suggest an onset of substantial deformation atN5110.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Very low production rates of neutron deficient hea
translead nuclei in heavy ion reactions often exclude in-be
g-ray measurements. Alpha decay then provides the o
viable means to obtain spectroscopic information. The la
study of the very neutron deficient Rn isotopes was p
formed by Puet al. @1#. Their identification of the newa
decaying isotope196Rn was based on three correlated rec
2a2a chains where the seconda decay in the chain had
decay properties characteristic of192Po. The Rn isotope
197Rn was studied by Enqvistet al. @2#. Following the sys-
tematics of odd-mass Rn isotopes in the region belowN
5126, two a decaying isomeric states (I p513/21 and I p

53/22) were identified. The neighboring nuclide198Rn is
the most neutron deficient Rn isotope for which in-be
g-ray studies have been carried out@3#.

Very recently detaileda decay fine structure studies hav
been performed for the neutron deficient Po isotopes191Po
@4–6# and 192Po @7,8# ~daughter activities of the Rn isotope
studied in this work!. The isotope191Po was studied at the
Jyväskylä gas-filled recoil separator RITU@9# utilizing the
a2g coincidence technique at the separator focal pl
@4,6#. Two a decaying isomeric states were observed w
Ea57334(5) keV andT1/2522(1) ms@ I a577(3)%# as-
signed to the 3/22 ground state of 191Po and Ea

57376(5) keV andT1/2593(3) ms@ I a550(3)%# assigned
to the 13/21 isomeric state of191Po. In addition, decay lines
with Ea56966(10) keV @ I a58(3)%# and Ea

56888(5) keV@ I a546(4)%#, feeding the excited 3/22 and
13/21 states in 187Pbm and 187Pbg, respectively, were ob
served. In fact, it turned out that the 6888 keVa decay is
unhindered~hindrance factor HF50.63! and the 7376 keVa

*Present address: Gesellschaft fu¨r Schwerionenforschung
D-64220 Darmstadt, Germany.
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decay is strongly hindered~HF526!. As discussed in Ref
@6# the 93 ms 13/21 state is believed to be an oblate d
formed isomeric very puren i 13/2^ @p(4p22h)#01 intruder
state while the 22 ms 3/22 state is an admixture of the
spherical np3/2^ @p(2p20h)#01 and deformed np3/2

^ @p(4p22h)#01 configurations.
The a decay of 192Po was studied recently in Jyva¨skylä

utilizing the a2e2 coincidence technique at the separa
focal plane@7#. Two excited 01 states in 188Pb were ob-
served to be fed bya decay in addition to the ground state
ground state decay. The fine structure decays, feeding
p(2p22h) and p(4p24h) 01 states in188Pb, turned out
to be more favored than the ground state to ground s
01201 decay. In this case the interpretation is that t
192Po 01 ground state contains a strongp(4p22h) intruder
configuration component associated with weak oblate de
mation. Similar fine structure in thea decay has so far bee
identified in six different even-mass Po isotopes@7,10–12#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Heavy ion induced fusion evaporation reactions of t
type 142Nd(56Fe,xn)1982xRn were used to synthesize neutro
deficient Rn isotopes in three separate experiments in
present work. The56Fe beam was produced by theK
5130 MeV cyclotron of the Accelerator Laboratory at th
Department of Physics of the University of Jyva¨skylä
~JYFL!. The metal ions made by the volatile compoun
~MIVOC! method@13# developed at JYFL was used to pro
duce the iron beam from the ECR ion source. The fine
justment of the bombarding energies was performed usin
set of nickel and carbon foils in front of the target. Ener
losses in the degrader foils, in the gas window, in the targ
and in the helium gas filling were calculated using theTRIM

code@14#. Ten different bombarding energies, varying fro
239 to 267 MeV, were used. Typical beam intensities w
10–30 pnA and the total beam on target time was 300
Targets of rolled Nd of thickness between 0.5 a
©2001 The American Physical Society15-1
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1.0 mg/cm2 were used. The isotopic composition of the ta
get by mass number was the following:142Nd 98.26%,
143Nd 0.71%, 144Nd 0.58 %, 145Nd 0.12%, 146Nd 0.24%,
148Nd 0.05%, and150Nd 0.04%.

The nuclides196Rn and 195Rn studied in this work were
produced in rather cold 2n and 3n fusion evaporation chan
nels. By minimizing the number of evaporation steps
losses due to the strong fission competition are reduced.
the number of open reaction channels and therefore
wanted contaminants are reduced when bombarding ene
close to the Coulomb barrier are used.

Evaporation residues resulting from fusion reactions w
separated from the beam using the JYFL gas-filled re
separator RITU. After passing through a multiwire propo
tional avalanche gas counter~MWPAC! the residues were
implanted into a position sensitive silicon detector placed
cm behind the avalanche gas counter at the focal plan
RITU. The silicon detector (305mm thick! is divided into 16
position sensitive strips and the total area of the detecto
35380 mm2. Since the vertical position resolution of eac
strip is better than 500mm the silicon detector can be treate
as a pixel detector of more than 1000 pixels. Using spa
and time correlation, the implants were linked with their su
sequenta decays and with decays of their daughter nuc
The gas counter was used to separate thea particles from the
low energy recoils. The recoil energy loss in the gas coun
combined with the recoil energy deposited in the silicon
tector could be used to separate the candidate fusion ev
ration products from the scattered beam particles. The p
sure of the helium filling gas in RITU was typically 100 P
The RITU gas volume was separated from the high vacu
of the beam line using a 50-mg/cm2 carbon foil. The count-
ing gas in the gas counter was isobutane of 300 Pa and
counter windows, made of 120-mg/cm2 mylar, were also
used to keep the silicon detector chamber in high vacu
The silicon detector was cooled down to 253 K using circ
lating alcohol. The events were gain matched and calibra
using well knowna activities produced in the bombardmen
and in one of the experiments by using a separate reac
with the 56Fe beam on a106Cd target. The aim of the use o
the 106Cd target was to produce knowna activities with high
a particle energies with sufficient yields. For the energy ca
bration thea particle energies were taken from Refs.@15,16#
when a 142Nd target was used and from Ref.@17# when a
106Cd target was used. The full width at half maximum val
with all the 16 strips summed up was measured to be 30
at thea energy of 7000 keV.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1~a! presents the energy spectrum of all deca
observed in the silicon detector and vetoed with the
counter using the56Fe1142Nd reaction with all bombarding
energies combined. The spectrum is dominated by activ
formed in fusion channels involving charged particle eva
ration. In Fig. 1~b! only decays correlated within 100 m
with the implanted residues inside the proper recoil ene
gates are shown. Thus the faster decaying activities are
hanced. Figure 1~c! shows decays with the additional re
04431
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quirement that the decays are followed within 1 s bya par-
ticles with energies between 6000 and 8000 keV. T
activity 195At @18# is enhanced in addition to those high
energy events which mostly belong to Rn isotopes produ
in xn fusion evaporation channels. Finally in Fig. 2 a two-
dimensional energy plot is shown where the different is
topes can be recognized. Two groups which belong to195At
can clearly be seen. In addition, several neutron deficient
isotopes can be identified. The heavier Rn isotopes were
duced due to the heavier Nd isotopes in the target enriche
142Nd.

FIG. 1. Energy spectra ofa particles measured in the silico
detector and vetoed with the gas counter using the56Fe1142Nd
reaction:~a! all decays;~b! decays following recoil implants within
100 ms; ~c! decays followed, in addition, by 6000–8000-keVa
particles within 1 s.

FIG. 2. Mother and daughtera particle energies for all chains o
the type ER2am2ad observed in the56Fe1142Nd irradiation.
Maximum search times were 100 ms for the ER2am pair and 1 s
for the am2ad pair.
5-2
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TABLE I. The measureda decay properties. The literature values are taken from Refs.@1,6,16#. For
196Rn and 195Rn the hindrance factors and half-lives normalized to212Po are calculated according to Re
@21#. For 191Po the hindrance factors are taken from Ref.@6#.

Nuclide Ea @keV# Ea @keV# T1/2 @ms# T1/2 @ms# T1/2 @ms# HF

Meas. Lit. Meas. Lit. Calc.
196Rn 7461~9! 7492~30! 4.420.9

11.3 322
17 15 1

192Po 7167~11! 7167~7! 2928
115 33.2~14! 25 1

195Rnm 7555~11! 522
13 8 2.1

191Pom 7364~20! 7376~5! 95260
1130 93~3! 26

191Pom 6878~12! 6888~5! 110230
170 93~3! 0.63

195Rng 7536~11! 622
13 9 2.2

191Pog 7331~11! 7334~5! 1523
17 22~1! 2.9
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In total nine ER2am2ad decay chains~ER refers to
evaporation residue,am and ad refer to the mothera and
daughtera decays, respectively! assigned to the isotop
196Rn were observed. The measureda-particle energyEa

57457(12) keV and half-lifeT1/25(3.420.9
11.8) ms, of the

mother activity are compatible with those reported in R
@1#, where an energy ofEa57492(30) keV and a half-life of
T1/25(322

17) ms are given. The mother activity was followe
by a daughter activity withEa57167(11) keV andT1/2

5(2928
115) ms. The daughter activity is identified as192Po for

which the decay properties ofEa57167(7) keV andT1/2
533.2(14) ms@8# have been reported. Taking into accou
all the identified nineteen ER2am chains with propera par-
ticle energy the decay properties ofEa57461(9) keV and
T1/25(4.420.9

11.3) ms are determined for the isotope196Rn.
In the case of195Rn the identification is more compli

cated. In the work of Ref.@4# three stronga particle decays
were reported for the activity191Po ~daughter activity in this
work!. One of thosea particle decays can be seen in the tw
dimensional spectrum shown in Fig. 2 group~a!. The mea-
sured daughter activity energyEa56878(12) keV and half-
life T1/25(110230

170) ms are compatible with the decay pro
erties Ea56888(5) keV andT1/2593(3) ms reported for
191Pom @6#. This daughter activity was preceded by an act
ity with decay properties ofEa57555(13) keV andT1/2

5(321
12) ms which therefore could be identified to origina

from the new Rn isotope195Rnm. Altogether seven such
ER2am2ad chains were identified.

The group~b! in Fig. 2 can be divided into two parts. Th
first part includes 11 ER2am2ad chains and the secon
part has in total three ER2am2ad decay chains. The
mother activities with Ea57536(11) keV and T1/2

5(622
13) ms andEa57555(20) keV andT1/25(924

112) ms
were followed by daughter activities with Ea

57331(11) keV and T1/25(1523
17) ms and Ea

57364(20) keV andT1/25(95260
1130) ms, respectively. The

measured decay properties for the daughter activities
compatible with the values ofEa57334(5) keV andT1/2
522(1) ms andEa57376(5) keV andT1/2593(3) ms re-
ported for 191Pog and 191Pom, respectively@6#. Therefore the
mother activities are assigned to195Rng and 195Rnm, respec-
tively.
04431
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The above division of the decay events in group~b! into
two parts is based on the twoa particle energies~7376 and
7334 keV! measured for191Po in the work of Ref.@6# from
where it can be seen that thea particle energies are 42 keV
apart from each other. This energy difference is bigger th
the energy resolution measured for the detector setup use
this work. After this division it can be seen that the measu
lifetimes indeed support this assignment. Even though
number of chains is only three in the second group the m
sured average lifetime 137 ms for this daughter activity is
too long to be arising from the 22 ms191Pog group.

It is quite unlikely that the observed lifetimes of th
daughter nuclei in these 14 decay chains originate from o
one nuclear species. Making this assumption, however,
arrives at the half-life of (3227

112) ms for the daughter activ
ity. While this result is not in strong disagreement with t
known half-life of 22~1! ms for 191Pog, it would be highly
unlikely to observe the long lifetimes 157 and 226 ms wh
the sample size is only 14 decays. One can also determ
the probability that the observed width of the lifetime dist
bution is due to only one decaying source@19#. The resulting
relatively small value of 17% is compatible with our assum
tion that both191Pog and 191Pom contribute to the daughte
decays.

Finally the second group and the activity followed by t
6878-keVa decay can be combined and the decay proper
of Ea57555(11) keV andT1/25(522

13) ms are proposed to
belong to 195Rnm.

The energy resolution of the detector setup was not g
enough that the determineda decay energy difference
~7555–7536 keV! 19 keV could clearly be seen in the single
a particle decay spectra although thea particle decay energy
distribution assigned to195Rn is wider than that assigned t
196Rn @see Figs. 1~b! and ~c!#. Also the measured two half
lives are too close to each other to allow any firm conc
sions to be made and therefore the identified ER2am chains
which were not followed by the seconda with full energy
are not included in the final decay properties of195Rn given
in Table I. The predicted partialb-decay half-lives;2.5 and
;1.7 s for 196Rn and 195Rn @20#, respectively, are much
longer than the measured half-lives and, hence,a branching
ratiosba'1 are assumed.
5-3
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The efficiency of the RITU separator was not measu
but an assumed value of 30% should give cross sect
accurate to within a factor of 2. Both isotopes196Rn and
195Rn were produced with peak cross sections of about 2

IV. DISCUSSION

Through systematic study ofa decay hindrance factor
HF and reduced widthsd2 important structure information
on the decaying states is obtained. In the present work
experimental reduceda decay widths were determined a
cording to Rasmussen@21#. The reduceda decay widths for
neutron deficient even-mass Po, Rn, and Ra isotopes
shown in Fig. 3~a!. A gradual increase in the reduced wid
values is considered to be a normal feature with increas
neutron deficiency. The Po isotopes are an exception.
reduced widths for the ground state to ground state tra
tions remain constant for even-mass Po isotopes lighter
196Po and even decrease significantly for188Po. The reason
for this is that thea decays from the Po 01 ground states to
the proton (2p22h) 01 intruder states in Pb nuclei are ge
ting increasingly favorable. This feature is shown in Fig. 3~a!
where also reduced widths for decays between Po gro
states and 02

1 intruder states in Pb are shown. These lo
excitationp(2p22h) states are associated with oblate d
formation. The interpretation has been given that the gro
states of neutron deficient Po isotopes are mixtures of dif
ent configurations, sphericalp(2p20h), oblate p(4p
22h) @and prolatep(6p24h)].

Based on thed2 values shown in Fig. 3~a! the following

FIG. 3. ~a! Reduceda decay width values of neutron deficien
isotopes of Po, Rn, and Ra. The filled squares represent va
determined for Po, the filled circles represent values determined
Rn, and the filled triangles represent values determined for Ra~b!
Calculateda decay width relative to measureda decay width for
neutron deficient isotopes of Rn.
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observation concerning the Rn isotopes can be made.
reduceda decay widths of even-mass Rn isotopes with ne
tron numbers of 114<N<126 increase smoothly with de
creasing neutron number. The reduceda decay width value
for 198Rn is slightly higher and thea decay width value of
196Rn is clearly higher than the smooth behavior predic
Thesea decays are relatively more favored than thea de-
cays of the heavier even-mass Rn neighbors. Presumabl
a decay from a normal configuration to the intruder config
ration will be at least slightly hindered. Because the daugh
activities (192Po and194Po) are shown to have intruder con
figurations in their ground states the same should be true
in 196Rn and 198Rn. Therefore, for example, the 01 ground
state in 196Rn contains a strongp(6p22h) intruder con-
figuration and thea decay occurs from this state to the 01

ground state in192Po having a strongp(4p22h) intruder
configuration. This is also in good agreement with the rec
in-beamg-ray studies where the same kind of intruder stru
tures were exposed for198Rn, 194Po, and192Po @3,22#.

It is intriguing that thea decays of198Rn and196Rn seem
to be clearly faster than the smooth behavior of heavier ev
mass Rn isotopes predicts. This is illustrated in Fig. 3~b!
where the ratio of calculated and experimental absolutea
decay widthsGRasm/Gexp (G5\l) for even-mass Rn iso
topes are shown. The half-lives were calculated accordin
Rasmussen@21# and normalized to212Po. It is characteristic
that the partiala decay half-lives of the spherical nuclei a
the magic neutron number 126 are underestimated. Sta
from neutron number 120 the calculateda-decay half-lives
agree well with the experimental ones until starting fro
neutron number 112 (198Rn) the half-lives are clearly over
estimated.

In a simple picture it should be easier for ana particle to
penetrate out from the poles of the nucleus than from
equator if the nucleus has a prolate deformed~nonspherical!
shape and the overall effect will be a higher penetrat
probability. The corresponding reasoning also applies to
late deformed nuclei. For example, in the work by Deli
et al. @23#, absolutea decay widths (G5\l) with regard to
the level of deformation were studied. The experimental
cay widths were well reproduced for deformed nuclei wh
theoretical decay widths were calculated assuming a
formed Coulomb barrier. One feature shown was that
calculated decay rates are faster through a deformed C
lomb barrier than through a spherical Coulomb barrier. T
final conclusion is therefore that especially in the case
196Rn the a decay is taking place between deformed~and
strongly mixed! 01 ground states.

The a decay of 202Ra is also anomalously fast as can
seen from Fig. 3~a!. The measured decay properties of202Ra
@24# are based on one event and therefore the statistical e
is large. But this case could also be a sign ofa particle decay
between deformed~and mixed! ground states.

The hindrance factor is defined as the ratio of the redu
width of the ground state to ground state transition in
closest even-even neighbor to the reduced width of the t
sition in question. In odd-mass nuclei a hindrance factor
less than 4 implies an unhindered decay between state

es
or
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equal spin, parity, and configuration@25#. Hindrance factors
for the isotope195Rn determined in this work in addition t
those taken from Ref.@6# for the daughter activity191Po are
shown in Table I. The hindrance factors of195Rnm and
195Rng lead to the conclusion that thea decays occur be
tween states of equal spin, parity, and configuration. T
the 7536 keVa decay originates from the 3/22 ground state
of 195Rn and the 7555 keVa decay from the 13/21 isomeric
state of 195Rn. This isomeric state lies about 59 keV abo
the ground state based on the reported corresponding
spacing in the daughter nucleus191Po @6#. Here one should
remember that in191Po the 13/21 isomeric state is believed
to be an oblate deformed isomeric very puren i 13/2^ @p(4p
22h)#01 state while the 3/22 state is an admixture of th
spherical np3/2^ @p(2p20h)#01 and deformed np3/2

^ @p(4p22h)#01 configurations @6#. Therefore the hin-
drance factors of about 2 indicate that the intruder com
nent is also strongly present in both of the correspond
states in 195Rn. In Fig. 4 the proposed decay scheme
195Rn together with data for the daughter is shown. T
scheme fits well with the measured systematics of hea
odd-mass Rn isotopes for which a falling trend of energy
the isomeric 13/21 state with regard to the ground state 3/22

~or 5/22) as a function of decreasing neutron number h
been observed. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 5 wh
the energies of 13/21 isomeric states with regard to th
ground states in Rn and Po isotopes (N<123) are shown.

In Fig. 6 the experimentala decayQ values of Rn iso-
topes with neutron numberN<127, including 195Rn and
196Rn studied in this work, are compared with those cal
lated using the mass tables of Liran and Zeldes@26#, ob-
tained using a semiempirical shell-model mass formula,
of Möller et al. @27#, obtained using macroscopic
microscopic calculations. As can be seen from Fig. 6,
Liran and Zeldesa decayQ values fit the experimental dat
rather well, especially when moderately neutron defici
isotopes are considered. It is interesting to note the big
deviations in theQa values at mass 200 in the Mo¨ller et al.
prediction due to the predicted onset of deformation for

FIG. 4. Proposeda decay scheme of195Rnm,g. Only thea de-
cays seen in this work are shown. All the data and interpretat
belonging to191Po are taken from Ref.@6#.
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nuclei, whereas the daughter nuclei~Po! are predicted to be
almost spherical@27#.

In Ref. @28#, mass excesses of217760(100) keV and
232330(100) keV were reported for188Pb and 179Pt, re-
spectively, utilizing Schottky mass spectrometry. These
clei are connected througha particle decay chains to Rn
isotopes studied in this work. Using the reporteda particle
decay energies of183Hg @15#, 187Pb @29#, 191Po @6#, and
195Rn a mass excess of 4990~110! keV is obtained for195Rn.
Correspondingly, using thea decay energies of192Po @16#
and 196Rn a mass excess of 2020~110! keV is obtained for
196Rn. For comparison, a mass excess of 2150~200! keV was
recommended for196Rn in the latest mass evaluation of Au
and Wapstra@30#.

In conclusion, thea particle decay properties of the ne
isotope 195Rn were investigated for the first time, and thea
decay of 196Rn was studied with improved accuracy. Th
determined reduceda decay widths indicate aD l 50 char-
acter for the observed transitions. An unexpectedly fast

s
FIG. 5. The experimental 13/21 energies with regard to the

ground state of neutron deficient isotopes of Po and Rn.

FIG. 6. a decayQ values of neutron deficient isotopes of R
The filled circles represent data, including thea decayQ values for
195,196Rn deduced in this work. The filled squares and triang
representa decayQ values calculated using mass tables by Lir
and Zeldes and by Mo¨ller et al., respectively.
5-5
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cay rate measured for the isotope196Rn could be a sign of a
significant ground state deformation in this nucleus. It
striking to note that thea decay properties of195Rn and
196Rn point to the same characteristics of the decaying st
as their corresponding daughter activities191Po and 192Po
have.
.
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